Netsso - the Difference
A unique personal portal? A unique Time Saver?

The authors of Netsso began their creative work with a view to making an online password
manager. This was actually before they ever heard of LastPass.com and, indeed, the Netsso
logo, with its two asterisks, is not copied from that brand, but put it as a bit of a joke by a
Netsso creator, and it’s still there!.

Netsso, owned by the Irish company, Herbert Street Technologies Ltd, was yet another
attempt to use the encryption skills of that company, which has been making online
networks, some using their patented encryption technology, for nearly ten years.

But, while Netsso began as a password manager, for remembering and entering your
passwords, securely, online, it has turned out to be quite a lot more than that. So, what are
the extras?

Firstly, in its password management functions, Netsso claims to be just as good as, or better
than, the best around. You can simply record your entry password and username to sites
which require those "credentials" and then, later, by double clicking on the recorded link,
Netsso will take you there, reliably and exactly, from almost any device. But, unlike some
other competitors in this area, Netsso also allows you to annotate these links, and dress
them up with icons and colours, so that you can remember them easier. And, you don't
have to remember any part of the destination address...not even the website name!. When
you save a link to, for example, www.LeBastionBlanc.com/en/membre/menuJanvier/vins,
you don't have to remember and type in all that!...just call it "great fish place in
Montparnasse" or some other name by which you will recognise it easily. Netsso will find it
and log you in, password included, to the members section. You can even give it a "fishy"
icon, for even easier finding. Some other password managers remember your
passwords...Netsso remembers everything!

But Netsso also stores, remembers and gives you click-access to links that do not require
passwords, Links such as your ordinary "favourites" in your browser. A difference here is in
the way Netsso stores them. They are spread across the page, staring you in the face, so to
speak, divided into whatever groupings it suits you to easily set up, and placed on up to 15
different pages, sorted by themes, which you select to suit your current or long term
preferences. These "pages" are called "desktops", because the links on them are moveable
by dragging, just like a computer desktop. As a result of the way Netsso arranges and
displays all your links- hundreds of them- even a few thousand are possible- you can find
them when you need them far easier than if they are in a long linear list, as other bookmark
systems offer. Even if you don't see what you're looking for within a few seconds, you can
use the on-board Search system, which searches the titles you give to links and also the
descriptions you can add to them and then you can click direct to the destination from the
search results. Searching for these links is an order of magnitude faster than searching for
the same terms in Google, and the results are all your own creations, not the millions of
results that Google's bot crawler will produce for you. (By the way, the great majority of
searches in Google are for places that the searcher has been to before but
forgotten...Netsso is the best answer to that problem!)

So, Netsso is then a bookmarking system, par excellence, combined with a password
management system, so that it accommodates all types of links- requiring credentials or
not- and it provides an interface that makes these links very easy to find and click on. In fact,
in Netsso you can create links to ANY place on the internet with its own address- URL. That
includes all normal "favourites, all password protected networks and secure stores, all music
and video tracks, your webmail...and even your online documents and folders held on
places like DropBox, Box, SkyDrive, etc.

Once you log in to your Netsso, you don't have to login to any other place. Netsso is a
personal portal, which you create yourself- in that sense it might also be unique- which
allows you simply double-click to all the places on the internet of interest to you, places you
know of, or have seen and want to revisit, and you don't even have to remember their
names exactly.
And it stores your data securely- all sensitive data is encrypted by default and you can
choose to encrypt the rest too, under a password that only you know and Netsso Admin
cannot know. Then, when you log on to Netsso from almost any device, it downloads all
those links to you, so that you have all your most interesting internet places ready to clickaccess wherever you find yourself in the computer world.

Imagine the time you can save in just clicking...avoiding the remembering, of an increasing
volume of social and other network credentials, and having to repeatedly type them into
places- especially difficult being tablets and phones. Indeed the greater the number of
interesting places you like on the web, and the greater the number of passwords you must
enter (and remember), the more valuable Netsso becomes as a time saver. And if you ever
need to make a Note- for example to remind yourself what to do on the next computer you
visit- Netsso offers you that facility too.

So, Netsso appears to be unique...and even more than a combination bookmarker and
password manager, but with the functionality in terms of ease of access and use that a true
"single sign on" Personal portal should deliver. We know nothing quite like it!
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